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The Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma in several complex variables

H. L. ROYDEN1

Ahlfors [1] established a beautiful connection between curvature and distor-
tion for holomorphic maps by showing that any holomorphic map of the disk into a

Riemann surface furnished with a conformai metric whose Gaussian curvature is

everywhere less than or equal to -4 must be distance decreasing from the
Poincaré metric of the disk.

This suggests the following question : Given two Hermitian manifolds M and N
and a holomorphic map f:M-> N, under what conditions can we give a bound for
the difïerential df of the map in terms of bounds on suitable curvatures of M and

N? The Ahlfors resuit immediately generalizes to the case when M is the disk
with Poincaré metric and N has holomorphic sectional curvature everywhere less

than or equal to K<0. Then Wdff^-K'1. Chern [3] and Lu [6] obtained results
for other spécial cases of M, including gênerai compact M.

Yau [9] established a gênerai form of this resuit under the assumption that M
is a complète Kàhler manifold. He shows in this case that if the Ricci curvature of
M is bounded from below by k ^0 and the holomorphic bisectional curvature of
N is bounded from above by K<0, then

Recently, Chen, Cheng, and Look [2] obtained a différent version, assuming that

M is a complète Kàhler manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded
from below by k ^ 0 and Riemann sectional curvature bounded from below by

some constant and that N is a Hermitian manifold with holomorphic sectional

curvature bounded from above by K<0 Then

1 This work was supported by the Forschungsmstitut fur Mathematik, ETH, Zurich, and the U S

National Science Foundation
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548 H L ROYDEN

In this paper we prove variants of thèse theorems. Theorem 1 differs from
Yau's resuit in that we assume N is also Kâhler, but only assume that the

holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded from above by K<0. Theorem 2

differs from that of Chen, Cheng, and Look in that we do not need to assume that
M is Kâhler. The proofs given hère hâve some similarity to the original proof of
Ahlfors.

1. We shall need to use certain comparison functions on M for our proofs,
and we formulate their existence as a séries of propositions. A non-negative
real-valued continuous function on M is said to be proper if the sets {p: w(p)^c}
are compact for each real constant c. We say that a function v defined in a

neighborhood V of p is an upper supporting function for u at p if v(p) — u(p) and

v(q)^ u(q) for qeU.

PROPOSITION 1. Let M be a complète Riemannian manifold with Ricci
curvature bounded from below. Then there is a continuous proper non-negative
function u on M with the property that at each point p it has a smooth upper
supporting function v with \\Vv\\^l and Av^l at p.

Since we may always divide u (and u) by a given positive constant, it suffices to
show that there is a constant C and a non-negative proper function u on M which
has a supporting function v at each point with ||Vu||^C, Av^C. Let oeMbe a

fixed point. Then the function r d(p, o) is proper by the Hopf-Rinow Theorem,
provided M is complète. Let 2a be the distance from o to the nearest eut-point of
o (i.e., the radius of injectivity of o), and JBa the bail of radius a about o. If the
Ricci curvature of M is not less than —c2(m — 1), where m dim M, then

âr^~+c
r

at points p which are not eut-points of o (see [4], [7], or [8]). Let m be a smooth

non-negative function inside the bail B2a and equal to r outside Ba. Take C to be

greater than the maxima of ||Vu|| and du in Ba, and set

Then ||Vu||^C and Au^C at p, provided p is not a eut-point of o. If p is a

eut-point of o, take ofeBa on the shortest géodésie joining o and p, and set

v d(o, of) + d(o\ p). Then v is smooth in a neighborhood of p, u(p) u(p),
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u(q)^v(q), ||Vu||^l and at p we hâve

a

In a similar manner one establishes the following propositions (cf. [4], [7], and
[8]), where we use the expression A^B for Hermitian matrices to mean that
B — A is positive semi-definite.

PROPOSITION 2. Let M be a complète Riemannian manifold with Riemann
sectional curvature bounded from below. Then there is a continuous non-negative
proper function u on M with the property that ai each point peM it has a smooth

upper supporting function v with ||Vu||^l and u^^g», at p. If M is a Hermitian
manifold, this implies v^ ^ g^.

PROPOSITION 3. Let M be a complète Kâhler manifold with holomorphic
bisectional curvature bounded from below. Then there is a continuous non-negative
proper function u on M with the property that at each point p of M it has a smooth

upper supporting function v with ||Vu||^l and vap =^g«3 at p.

2. Let (M, g) be a Kâhler manifold. Then we may introduce normal coordi-
nates z\ zn in a neighborhood of any point p so that

&* ««3 -iKëyEZ^8 + O(Z3),

where Ra^yg is the Riemann curvature tensor of the metric at p. It has the

symmetry property Ra^yE Ry^(xE RaEy^ R^p. The Ricci curvature tensor Ra^
is given by

8 — ^
The Ricci curvature in the direction of a tangent vector £ at p is

Suppose N, h is another Kâhler manifold and f:M-*N is a non-constant

holomorphic map. We may introduce normal coordinates w\ wn in a

neighborhood of /(p) so that
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where S is the Riemann curvature tensor of N. If £ and r\ are tangent vectors at

/(p), the holomorphic bisectional curvature of N in the directions £ and tj is

The holomorphic sectional curvature in the direction £ is

In terms of the coordinates za and wl the mapping may be expressed as

The difïerential df is then given by the matrix [/Jj, where ft d/73za. By taking
unitary changes of coordinates at p and /(p), we may bring [/«] into the canonical
form

fa Aaô«,

with À! ^ A2 ^ • • • ^ Av > Àv+1 • • • 0, where t> is the rank of [/JJ. The norm ||d/||

of df is just A \l. In this section we shall be concerned with the behavior of the

quantity A X\«. We hâve

Since the A^ are just the eigenvalue of the matrix Xt /à/p, we see that A is just the
trace of this matrix, and so A= XltOtflafla in our spécial coordinates. Since

g^fafpKj is invariant under arbitrary changes of coordinates, we hâve in gênerai

The next proposition gives a useful inequality for the Laplacian AA (See also Lu
[6])-

PROPOSITION 4. Let f be a non-constant holomorphic map from a Kâhler
manifold M to a Kâhler manifold N. Suppose that the Ricci curvature of M (at a

point p) is greater than or equal to k and that the holomorphic sectional curvature of
N (at f(p)) are ail less than or equal to K^O. Then at p we hâve

A log A ^2k-^-KA,
v

where v is the rank of df at p.
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Proof. We use the spécial coordinates introduced above. Since M is Kâhler,
we hâve Au 4gy8uyg, and so

In normal coordinates we hâve g°^ 8"*+lRaêyâZyz* + O(z3). Since fla is

holomorphic and the first derivatives of g"3 and h,- vanish at p and /(p), we hâve

at p

— g J hi] ~~ L* JoLy

and

4g1* 2

By the Schwarz inequality

Lé î3J3 Lé totyî <x

Since

we hâve

A log A s=2fc - 2A I S-kTrJ<JkJ\.
ot,y

The following lemma states that

^ -, k-i lv+1 2

Hence

Zl log A^2k KA.
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LEMMA. Let £,,..., £v be v orthogonal tangent vectors. If S(£, tj, f, ô>) is a

symmetric bihermitian form [i.e., S(£, tj, £, w) S(£, tj, £, <ô) and S(tî, f, co, £)

^, rf, ^, â>)], such rhar /or a// £

rhen

rhen

Proof. Let P Z4 and represent each A g P as {€t,..., €v} with e^ 1. Let

andso

Hence

Z s(è,, L 4, L) + I s(4,, ê», ê,, e»)+s(ê,, êy, êy, £,).

By the symmetry of S, we get

Is(&,Lt,4)+2 I s(4,L€,,!»)*x(III4II2)2

and

2
a,y
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L

proving the lemma.
We now assume that M is complète with Ricci curvature bounded from below

by fc and let u be the function given by proposition 1. Since u is proper and

non-negative, the régions D^={p: (l-eu)>0} have compact closure, and each

point p of M belongs to ail De with €<w(p)~1. Let / be a non-constant
holomorphic map of M into a Kàhler manifold with holomorphic sectional
curvature bounded from below by K<0. We also suppose fc^O.

The function A(l-eu)2 is a continuous non-negative function in D€, vanishes

on the boundary and is not identically zéro. Since D€ is compact, it must have a

positive maximum at some point p. Let v be a smooth upper supporting function
for u at p with ||Vu||^l, Av*£l. Since 1 -ev(p) l -eu(p) and l-ev(q)^
\-u(q) in a neighborhood of p, we see that A(l-€t))2 has a positive local
maximum at p. Thus log A (1 - ev)2 also has a local maximum there, and so at p

> 4 1 A
€AV

A log A — -
1-ei) (l-ev)2'

If € < 1, we then have

Since

2v k €

and so

v+l K
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Now v(p) u(p), and A(l - eu)2 has its maximum at p. Thus for any

2vk

or

2v k 1 €
A ^ _ _ — ~z-\-

_\+lK(l-eu) (1-eu)2

for ail points in D€. If we fix q and let e tend to zéro, we hâve

2v k

I/+1K'

thus proving the following Theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let M be a complète Kâhler manifold with Ricci curvature
bounded from below by k^O, and N a Kàhler manifold with holomorphic sectional

curvature bounded from above by K<0. Then for any holomorphic map f:M—>N
we hâve

where v is the maximal rank of df.

If M and N are both the unit bail in Cn with the Kâhler metric of constant

holomorphic section curvature -c2, and / is the identity map, then A n,
k [(n + l)/2]c2 and K -c2, and so A [2v/(v + l)](fc/K). Of course ||d/||2 1 <
A unless n 1.

Observe that if k 0 in the Theorem then, ||d/||2 0, and / is constant map.
This gives the following corollary. The case where dim M dim N 1 was origi-
nally obtained by Alfred Huber [5],

COROLLARY 1. Let M be a complète Kàhler manifold with non-négative
Ricci curvature and N a Kâhler manifold whose holomorphic sectional curvature is

bounded above by K<0. Then there is no non-constant holomorphic map of Minto
N.
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In the proof of Theorem 1 we needed the assumption k ^ 0 to conclude
— fc(l — ev)2 ^ — fc. If, however, the Ricci curvature of M is bounded from below by
a positive constant fc, then M is compact. If / is a non-constant holomorphic map
of M into N, then A must hâve a positive maximum at some point p. There we
must hâve

A log A

and so K>0, proving the following corollary:

COROLLARY 2. Let M be a complète Kàhler manifold with Ricci curvature
bounded from below by a positive constant k. Then M is compact, and there is no

non-constant holomorphic map of M into a Kàhler manifold with non-positive
holomorphic sectional curvature.

3. In this section we consider holomorphic maps between Hermitian man-
ifolds. The study of curvature for a Hermitian manifold (M, g) is quite compli-
cated. There are several différent versions of the curvature tensor. Fortunately,
they ail give the same définition of holomorphic sectional curvature. If £ is a

tangent vector at a point p of M, then the holomorphic sectional curvature at p in
the direction £ is the Rieman sectional curvature of the section determined by £

and i£. If cp is a holomorphic map of a disk Aa in C into M with cp (0) p and
<p'(0) £ tnen tne pullback cp * g gapcp^cpf is a conformai metric in Aa whose
Gaussian curvature at 0 is less than or equal to the holomorphic sectional

curvature of M at p in the direction £, and there is a map cp for which it is equal.
This is the only property of holomorphic sectional curvature for Hermitian
manifolds that we shall use, and could in fact be taken as the définition of
holomorphic sectional curvature. Note that the Gaussian curvature of the conformai

metric ds2 p2 |d£|2 is given by -2p~2pg.
Let (M, g) and (N,h) be two Hermitian manifolds, and f:M-^N a non-

constant holomorphic map. We assume that the holomorphic sectional curvature
of M is bounded from below by a constant fc=^0, and that the holomorphic
sectional curvature of N is bounded from above by a constant K<0. We shall
also assume that M satisfies the following condition.

(C). There is a continuous proper non-negative function m on M with the

property that at each point p there is a smooth upper supporting function v with
\\Vv\\^l and v^^^ at p.

It follows from propositions 2 and 3 that M satisfies (C) if it is complète and
the Riemann sectional curvature of M is bounded from below or if it is a
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complète Kâhler manifold with holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded from
below.

Let À A(p) be the fonction \\df\\. Thus for each tangent vector £ at p we hâve

||/*£||^ A(p) ||£||, and there is one tangent vector £ for which equality holds. Let u

be the function given by condition (C), and set D€={pe M: eu(p) < 1}. Then D€ is

compact. The function À(l-eu) is continuous on D€ and vanishes on the

boundary of D€. Hence there is a point p in D€ where it assumes its maximum.
Let £ be a tangent vector at p such that A(p) ||/*£||, ||£||= 1, and let (p be a

holomorphic map of a disk Aa ci C into M with <p(0) p, <p'(0) £ such that the
conformai metric

has Gaussian curvature at 0 equal to the holomorphic sectional curvature of M at

p in the direction £ Since ||£|| 1, p(0) 1, and the Gaussian curvature of p at 0 is

at least k.

Let cr2 |d£|2 be the conformai metric on Aa obtained by pulling back the metric
h on N by the holomorphic map / ° <p. Then cr(0) ||/*f || A(p) and the Gaussian

curvature of <x at 0 is at most K. For an arbitrary f e zia we hâve p(£) ||<p'(Oll and

Let d be a smooth upper supporting function of m at p with ||Vi;||^l and

^«3 ^ §«3- Let us take Aa so small that <p[4a] is contained in the domain of v. Then

we hâve

- eu(q)) ^ A(p)(l - €ii(p)) A(p)(l - €t;(p)),

and so A(l-et>) has a local maximum at p. Hence

has a local maximum at £ 0. Now

_a

and
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If A(p) >0, then log alp (1 - eu) must also hâve a local maximum at £ 0, and
we must hâve there

(logo- -log p)
(1-eu)2

Thus at p we hâve

-KÀ2(p)(l-eu(p))2=s-fc(l-eu(p))2

Thus for any q e D€ we hâve

or

Since q^D^ whenever e<[w(q)]~1, we may let € tend to 0, getting K2

We hâve thus established the following Theorem:

THEOREM 2. Let M and N be Hermitian manifolds with M complète and
holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from below by a constant k ^ 0 and the

holomorphic sectional curvature of N bounded from above by a constant K<0.
Assume either that M has Riemann sectional curvature bounded from below or that
M is Kâhler with holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded from below. Then any
holomorphic map /: M-> N satisfies

\\dff*kIK.

COROLLARY 1. If M is a Hermitian manifold with non-negative
holomorphic sectional curvature and either has Riemannian sectional curvature
bounded from below or is Kàhler with holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded
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from below, then there are no non-constant holomorphic maps of M into a
Hermitian manifold with curvature bounded from above by K<Q In particular,
there are no non-constant bounded holomorphic functions on M.

In the proof of Theorem 2 we made use of the fact that fc was non-positive to
conciliée -fc^-fc(l-€u)2. I do not know whether or not a Hermitian manifold
with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded below by fc > 0 and satisfying
condition C can hâve non-constant maps into a manifold with non-negative
sectional curvature. If, however, M is compact and has holomorphic sectional
curvature bounded from below by fc, then the above proof can be carried out with
M u 0, and the sign of fc is irrelevant, and one obtains the inequality
-K\\df\\2^-k. Thus if K^Q, we must hâve fc=^0, and so there are no non-
constant maps of a compact Hermitian manifold with holomorphic sectional
curvature bounded from below by fc>0 into a Hermitian manifold with non-
positive holomorphic sectional curvature. In particular, if M is a complète Kâhler
manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from below by fc>0,
then M is compact.
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